(--+_ _ -+ + -) (Lighthill, 1952 and Lighthiil, 1962) (ii) the meanmomentum flux < puiuj > in any sound waves propagating through a sheared flow (with shear OVi/Oxj) is a stress on that flow (Lighthill, 1972 and WF, pp. 329-) , and the consequent energy exchange (from sound to flow when positive, vice versa when negative) is < pu,u_ > OV,/Ox_; 
the last term being considered important mainly for flows at above-ambient temperatures ( Light hi II, 1952 and Lighthill, 1963) ;
for propagation of sound with energy density E through flows of air with adiabatic index 7, the mean deviation is al)out (½)(7--1)_, and the total radiation stress (BIetherton and Garrett, 1968) (Lighthill, 1952 and Lighthill, 1962) , (iii) conll)actness changes (Lighthill, 1963 and Ffowcs Williams, 1963) . Thus, for supersonic source conw_ction (V/c > 1), the relative frequency (6) I)ecomes infinite in the Math direction 0 = cos-I(c/V),
and radiation frol,, tile source l)roeeeds ( Figure  3 Compact-source case (i) with w/c small:
just as in Equation (7) for normal Doppler effect (neglecting finite _).
Ray-acoustics case (ii) with w/e = 1: the space component of FN is c£.
Intermediate case (iii) with w/c "moderately" < 1: the space component of FN is g multiplied by an enhancement factor Such a tendency is often observed for sound radiation from "properly expanded" supersonic jets (see below).
Introduction to Aircraft Noise

Aero-engine and airframe noise
How are aeroacoustic principles applied to practical problems -such as those of studying aircraft noise with a view to its reduction (Crighton, 1975; Goldstein, 1976; and (',oldstein, 
which includes an extra term
and E is the sum of expressions (28) and (30), giving
The quantity E/w, called action density in [larnilttmian mechanics, is identical in both frames of reference, and Equations (24) and (27) tell us that its flux along a ray is constant (WF and Lighthill, 1972) .
But Equation (31) 
that may be shown fully equivalent to the basic law.
If now we write the wavenumber (a vector normal to crests) as (_,, k,, k.3)= (_ cos ¢, _ sin ¢, _ cot 0),
so that a is its constant horizontal resultant, _/_its constant azimuthal angle to the wind direction, and 0 its variable angle to the vertical ( Figure  6 ), and use Equation (25) in the
we obtain the important
from the classical case (V = 0) when the denominator is a constant. This extended law (41) tells us how 0 varies with x3 along any ray -whose path we can then trace, using Equations (26) in the form It follows that a ray tube covers the same horizontal area at each altitude, so that conservation of the flux of wave action E,./_, along it implies that the vertical component
of wave action flux is constant along rays; from which, with Equation (28), sound amplitudes are readily derived.
Wind shear is able to reproduce all the maitl types of ray bending (WF) associated with temperature stratification, and ofte:, to an enhanced extent. Roughly, the downward curvature of near-horizontal rays in (kin) -_ comes to
where the velocity gradients are in s -l and the factor 3(km)-ls outside the braces is an approximate reciprocal of the sound speed (WF and Lighthill, 1972) .
Cases when (44) In summary, then, the very familiar augmentation of sound levels downwind, and diminution upwind, of a source are effects of the wind's shear (increase with altitude). -Brown, 1958; Mungur and Gladwell, 1969; and Shankar, 1971 ).
Wider aspects of parallel-flow acoustics
On tile other hand, in tile case of a three-dimensiot:al duct carrying parallel flow V (x2, xa) in the xj-direction, Equation (45) 
the force generating acoustic streaming (Lighthill, 1978a) .
However, the force (46) could not produce streaming for unattenuated sound waves;
indeed, their linearized equatiot_s can I)o used ta show that
which is necessarilyzero (as tile mean value of the rate changeof a bounded quantity). Accordingly, the fluid must remain at rest, respondingmerely by setting up the distribution (Rayleigh, 1896; Nyborg, 1953; Westervelt, 1953; and Nyborg, 1965 
